
              

VERONA
Liceo Statale Carlo Montanari



Where we are

Verona is located in North Italy, near Garda's Lake, 
90 km far from Venice, 200 km from Milan



Where we are

Arena

Juliet House

SchoolSchool



Verona and its river: Adige

Adige is the river of 
Verona. It does not 
only cross the city, 
but it surrounds and 
flows through every 
part of the city. 

Verona's history and 
fortune are strictly 
linked to this 
important river.



Some news

- 257 000 inhabitants

- the third largest city in northeast Italy

- one of the main tourist destinations in northern Italy

- art, annual fairs, shows and operas, concerts, lyrical 
seasons

- two of Shakespeare's plays are set in Verona: Romeo 
and Juliet and The Two Gentlemen of Verona. 

- a Roman colonia since 89 BC,

- important also because it was and is located at the 
intersection of several roads.



A view from St Peter Hill... 
On this hill the first foundation of the city

 about 4000 BC



St Peter Hill: the first village 
 



Since the beginning, Verona was a Roman city... 

Ancient roman remains on which the city grew up
 



TOURIST 
ATTRACTIONS 
NEAR OUR 
SCHOOL

 Arena: a center of 
entertainment since the 
Roman times

❖ Built in the 1st century 
AD it is the 3rd biggest 
amphitheater

❖ For near 400 years 
gladiators fought here 
until it was banished as 
an activity

❖ Nowadays it is home of 
many operas, 
performances, gala 
evenings, recitals, award 
shows etc.



THE ROMAN 
THEATER

▶Built on the left bank of the Adige 
river around the end of the 1st 
century BC

▶Oldest Roman monument dating 
back to the time of Augustus

▶Visible remains today include the 
stage, the orchestra, the auditorium 
and some galleries



Castelvecchio & its Bridge
The largest architecture after Arena. 
Built in the Middel Ages and used for military purposes. 
Now: an importand museum and a very romantic place. 

The caste and its bridge



Ponte Pietra
Along the river, many bridges. Some of them like Ponte 
Pietra (Stone Bridge) offer a very romantic landscape. 



A city of squares

Piazza Dante

Piazza della RagionePiazza Erbe



A city of churces

St Fermo's Church

Dome

St Zeno's Church

St Anastasia's Church



Romeo & Juliet
Romeo and Juliet were 
two young lovers whose 
life ended in tragedy 
beacause their families 
were enemy and didn't 
accept their love.

William Shakespeare set 
the legend of Romeo 
and Juliet in Verona.
Here you can visit the 
House of Juliet with the 
famous balcony and 
the Tomb of Juliet. 

“ THERE IS NO WORLD WITHOUT VERONA WALLS, BUT PURGATORY, TORTURE, HELL 
ITSELF. HENCE BANISHED IS BANISH’D FROM THE WORLD, AND WORLD’S EXILE IS 
DEATH;….” William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, III Act



Rafting on the River Adige

A safe trip for everyone, another way to admire 
the charm of a city ...



Christmas Run - Verona Marathon



Schools participating with the largest number of 
students and teachers at the Christmas Run 2017 

were awarded!
MONTANARI High School won €750 .



Verona in Love
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